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Abstract: An automated drilling system requires a real-time evaluation of the drilling bit during
drilling to optimize operation and determine when to stop drilling and switch bits. Furthermore, in
the dynamic modeling of drill strings, it is necessary to take into account the interactions between
drilling bits and rock. To address this challenge, a hybrid approach that combines physics-based
models with data analytics has been developed to handle downhole drilling measurements in
real time. First, experimental findings were used to formulate mathematical models of cutter–
rock interaction in accordance with their geometrical characteristics, rock properties, and drilling
parameters. Specifically, these models represent the normal and contact forces of polycrystalline
diamond compact cutters (PDCs). Experimental data are analyzed utilizing deep learning, nonlinear
regression, and genetic algorithms to fit nonlinear equations to data points. Following this, the
recursive least square was implemented as a data analytic method to integrate real-time drilling
data, drilling bit models, and mathematical models. Drilling data captured by the along-string
measurement system (ASM) is implemented to estimate cutting and normal forces, torque, and
specific energy at the bit. The unique aspect of this research is our approach in developing a detailed
cutter–rock interaction model that takes all design and operation parameters into account. In addition,
the applicability of the algorithm is demonstrated by real-time assessments of drilling dynamics,
utilizing downhole digital data, that enable the prediction of drilling events and problems related to
drilling bits.

Keywords: automated drilling; along-string measurement; cutter–rock interaction; real-time drilling
assessment; specific energy

1. Introduction

An automated drilling operation requires the analysis of drilling dynamics in real
time. Among the drilling dynamics are fluid flow inside the drill string and annulus, drill
string dynamics (rotation and axial movement), and drilling bit dynamics. Additionally,
the success of a drilling operation is also dependent upon the drilling crew’s understanding
of these dynamics during the drilling process. These dynamics, however, have coupled
effects to one another, and a thorough perception of drilling problems related to each of
these issues requires knowledge about other dynamics occurring at the same time.

A study of drill string dynamics based on energy consumption during drilling re-
quires an understanding of the processes occurring at drilling bits. In drilling bits, instant
interactions at the interface between the cutter and the rock are the governing criterion.
Further, in order to evaluate polycrystalline diamond compact bits (PDC) in real time and
after drilling, knowledge of the interaction between cutters and rock is necessary. When
such studies are conducted, the forces and stresses on the cutter should also be considered,
as otherwise, much of the instant and significant local effects of rock cutting would be
lost as a result of drilling. Additionally, an accurate bit–rock interaction law should be
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incorporated into the study of the torsional vibration of drill string. The value and spatial
distribution of stresses on cutters, derived from the bit–rock interaction model, depend
on the applied drilling parameters (the torque on bit, the weight on bit, rotary speed,
and hydraulic forces) and design characteristics of PDC bits (rake angles, bit profile, cutter
size, and cutter distribution, wear flat area, and chamfer angle).

It is not possible to model the dynamics of a drilling bit analytically; therefore, studying
the processes that occur at the interface between the cutter and rock requires experimental
techniques. Compared to full-scale testing, single cutter testing offers greater insight into
the dynamics of cutter–rock interaction. It is more versatile to perform a single cutter
test rather than a full-scale test if the objective is to accurately control both the downhole
and the operating conditions during the cutting test [1]. There has been a significant
amount of research conducted on both the theoretical and experimental aspects of cutter–
rock interaction models. In the analysis of PDC bit design in geothermal applications,
Glowka [2,3] performed an extensive experimental and theoretical study. During the course
of the study, it became apparent that the PDC cutter wear rate was strongly influenced by
the frictional temperature, the abrasiveness of the rock, and the stresses that developed
at the interface between the cutter and the rock. Based on cutter–rock interaction forces,
Detournay and Defournay [4] developed a phenomenological model to study the drilling
response of drag bits and verified the model through experiments. The same concept
was then modified by Dagrain et al. [5] to investigate the influence of cutter geometry on
cutter forces. In addition to the above research, a complementary model was developed to
determine the relationship between the weight on bit, the torque on bit, the penetration
rate, and angular velocity of drag bits [6].

Generally speaking, cutter–rock interaction research is focused on investigating the
effects of confining pressure, cutter geometry design parameters (back-rake and side-rake
angles), cutting area and wear height, as well as rock drillability.

Confining Pressure. In porous media, one of the most promising factors is the effect
of confining pressure or dynamic pore pressure on the forces and stresses distributed
within the rock by cutting action. Using the single cutter test, researchers have found that
mechanical specific energy increases even at low confining pressures [7,8]. Using poroelastic
laws, mechanical stresses can affect the pore pressure inside a rock as long as the rock
undergoes stress distribution [8,9]. It has also been reported that the mechanical properties
of the crushed rock in front of cutters may affect the force required to drill through the
rock [10]. Aside from this, when cutters are not cleaned with drilling fluid, friction on
the cutter surface dissipates significant energy compared to intrinsic specific energy [9].
A single cutter and drilling process is further studied under confining pressure, and both
of them verified that fluid pressure influences specific energy, stresses, and how the cutting
are removed ahead of the bit [1,10–14]. In experiments conducted by Rafatian et al. [8],
a nonlinear relationship was validated at low confining pressures up to 150 psi.

Cutter Geometry Parameters (Back-Rake and Side-Rake Angles). Studies have demon-
strated that cutting forces (vertical and cutting forces) are minimal at back-rake angles of
around 15° [7,11,15,16]. In addition, specific energy and back-rake angle exhibit a nonlinear
relationship. According to Coudyzer and Richard [17], an increase in specific energy up to
five-fold occurs when the back-rake angle is increased from 10° to 60°. Furthermore, they
found that side rake angles up to 45 degrees have only a minor impact on specific energy.
At atmospheric and confining pressures, Rajabov et al. [7] investigated the influence of
back and side-rake angles on cutting forces. Their results showed that specific energy
increases with an increase in back-rake angle when the confining pressure remains constant.
According to the authors, Mechanical specific energy (MSE) is negligible between 0- and
30-degree side-rake angles, but can increase by threefold when the side-rake angle increases
from 30 to 60 degrees. However, such values of side-rake angles are not applicable in PDC
bits with circular cutters unless non-circular cutters with in-built side-rake angles (similar
to cutters introduced in the work by Liu et al. [18]) are implemented during manufacturing.
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Cutting Area and Wear Height. Due to instantaneous changes in the contact area, PDC
cutter modeling focuses on the cutter–rock interface and how it affects full-scale bit perfor-
mance. Besides the normal force from the weight on the bit, the contact area between the
cutter and rock is also dependent on the wear condition of the cutter. The effects of the cut-
ting area on applied forces have been extensively investigated experimentally [2,3,11,16,19].
Experimental and theoretical studies were conducted to evaluate the lapping effect of the
adjacent cutter on the surface area [20–22]. In experiments with single cutters, forces
were found to be linearly related to the cutting area [16]; however, in the case of over-
lapping cutters, the normal and cutting forces are related to the contact area in a power
relationship [15].

To optimize drilling operations and decide when to terminate the PDC bit run, all
modeling efforts should include a continuous calculation of the cutter wear state during
drilling. This concept can be applied when designing cutter placement during the man-
ufacture of bits by developing a reliable cutter wear model [23,24]. Studies of blunt and
new cutters have highlighted the importance of changes in the geometry of cutters on the
force state. A comprehensive mathematical representation of the relationship between
frictional surface area and force distribution has been provided by Detournay et al. [4,6,14].
In the course of cutter wear, frictional contact develops beneath cutters and dominates force
distribution on cutters [1,6,25–27].

Rock Drillability. During drilling operations, rock mechanical properties cannot
be controlled, so all design parameters and drilling parameters should be selected to
overcome varying rock drillability. In drilling, the drillability of rock changes as a result of
changes in the lithology, porosity, permeability, compaction, and cementation material of
the rock. In spite of the fact that there has been only limited research conducted on rock
drillability, almost all of the previous studies mentioned here have conducted experimental
and analytical studies of different types of rock. Table 1 provides a summary of rock
properties (such as friction angle, shear stress, and uniaxial and confined compressive
stress) utilized in this study. A dash indicates that no data exist for the rock referred to in
the cited reference.

As a result of experiments conducted on three rock types, namely Carthage limestone,
Berea sandstone, and Catoosa shale, Sinor and Warren [28] developed a drag bit wear
model. The study by Wang et al. [16] examined four different rock types (shale, marble,
granite, and limestone) and established drillability ranges between 5.0 and 7.0. In this
study, the effect of rock drillability is acknowledged by parameter K [15,16] and plugged in
the cutter force formulations. When downhole measurements of weight on bit and torque
on bit are provided by the enhanced measurement system (EMS), the algorithm developed
in this study could be employed to estimate rock drillability in real time (as an indicator of
change in lithology). Moreover, in post-drilling analysis, the results of the estimation of
rock drillability could be compared to techniques that determine the compressive strength
of rock or classify rock types using wireline logging data [29–31].

This literature review indicates that parameters such as back-rake angle, contact
area, cutter worn height, frictional contact area, rock drillability, and differential pressure
contribute to cutter–rock interaction performance; however, cutting speed and side-rake
angle are considered to have negligible effects [32].

As our knowledge and expertise develop, PDC bits have become increasingly useful
in optimizing drilling operations by optimizing the penetration rates. Due to the fact that
they do not contain any moving parts, they are durable, and they are capable of continuing
to drill for an extended period of time.

A number of approaches can be used to optimize drilling operations by studying the
processes at the bit. It should be noted that some models attempt to predict or estimate
the rate of penetration in order to determine when to change the bit. In addition, some
approaches use a cutter wear equation to estimate the bit status during drilling [33–35].
The concept of specific energy (SE) dissipated by a given bit has been utilized to address
the variation in penetration rate and to optimize drilling performance [36–38]. Due to the
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complexity of drilling with polycrystalline drilling bits (PDCs), there are no dedicated
drilling models, and the majority of analyses conducted to study drilling dynamics are
based on the concept of specific energy [37,39–41].

The concept of specific energy introduced by Teale [42] has been applied to the im-
plementation of PDC bits in two ways. One method of analyzing historical data on bit
runs and selecting the optimal bit is by utilizing specific energy as a computational or
measurement tool. According to research performed by Hussain [36], bit run and selection
could be based on a cost per foot approach and a specific energy analysis. Second, and most
commonly, real-time requirements are analyzed to determine when it is most appropriate
to pull out a bit. Waughman et al. [39] utilized the concept of specific energy and logging
while drilling data for the purpose of identifying formation types and tracking status of
the bit in comparison to benchmark values recorded when the bit was new. Based on
surface recorded data, Dupriest and Koederitz [37] applied the concept of SE to optimize
drilling rates.

Considering the influence of each cutter on the overall performance of the PDC bit is
the most advantageous, but also the most complex method of modeling the performance of
a PDC bit. It is possible to model and evaluate the efficiency of any PDC bit using a general
model of forces acting on cutters, as well as the part of the dynamics of the drill string
that is related to the drilling bit. An experimental model was developed by Glowka [2,3]
based on a single cutter analysis under atmospheric conditions in order to describe the
cutting process of PDC bits. The results were analyzed to provide equations relating force
on the cutter to rock type, cut depth, and cutter wear. This was followed by implementing a
model for evaluating the performance and wear of PDC bits [3]. Liang et al. [43] developed
an equation to estimate the cutting and normal force on cutters based on experimental
data regarding cutting area, rock drillability, back-rake angle, cutter wear height, and arc
length coefficient.

Historically, specific energy models and cutter–rock interaction models have been
employed to estimate the performance of PDC bits. In spite of this, none of these methods
considered the actual bit design parameters and the actual drilling conditions, such as
the weight on the bit, rotational speed, the torque on the bit, and differential pressure at
the bottom of the hole. This study proposes a novel approach for estimating forces on
drilling bit cutters and evaluating specific energy at these cutters by using data analytics
and experimentally derived models of cutter–rock interaction. A combination of surface
recorded data and downhole drilling measurements gathered via wired drill pipe and
along-string sensors is incorporated in the modeling process. A PDC bit is expressed as
equivalent cutters and blades, and the status of each equivalent cutter could be simulated
from input data from measurements based on specific energy theory. The torque at the
bit is estimated using the approach and compared to the torque delivered to the drill
string at the surface. Based on the comparison, one could be able to determine how
much energy is dissipated by friction between the drill string and the borehole wall. This
provides a sophisticated indicator for predicting and estimating the initiation and progress
of downhole drilling problems such as annular pack off and fluid leaks.

The novelty of the present study is that it develops two equations to estimate normal
force, Fa, (force that is parallel to the axis of the bit) and cutting force, Fc, (force perpendicular
to the axis of the bit and in the direction of movement of the cutters) considering all
design, operational, and rock parameters. In this context, the design specifications of a
PDC bit include cutter diameter, back-rake angle, and in-built wear flat area; operational
factors comprise confining pressure at the bottom of the hole and rate of penetration; and
rock parameter is characterized as drillability. In this study, experimental data from the
literature are collected and analyzed using nonlinear regression algorithms. Thereafter,
these equations were integrated into the bit and cutter models so that they could be related
to weights and torques on the bit. A recursive least squares technique is used to handle
real-time measurements for the purpose of studying the dynamics of the drill string and
bit in real time. The remainder of this research paper is organized as follows. The first
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part of this paper is devoted to the development of mathematical equations for cutter–rock
interaction. A description of the approach for studying the dynamics of drilling is provided
in the second part. In this section, we discuss specific energy and how measurements are
linked to developed models using data analytics. We conclude our paper with the results
and discussion of two case studies (two bit runs in a 8 1/2 inch section) from the Norwegian
continental shelf.

Table 1. Physical properties of rock for data utilized in this study.

References Rock Name
Bulk Density Porosity UCS

Poisson’s Ratio
Young Modulus

(gr/cc) (%) (kpsi) (Mpsi)

Rajabov et al. [7]
Carthage Marble 2.63 1–2 9–12 0.27 4–5
Torrey Buff Sandstone 2.54 7.9 9–11 0.22 1.5–1.6
Mancos Shale 2.47 16 5–7 0.2 4.6

Glowka [2,3]

Berea Sandsone - - 7.1 - -
Sierra White Granite - - 21.5 - -
Tennessee Marble - - 17.8 - -
(Holton Limestone)

Akbari et al. [11,12] Carthage Marble - - 14.48 - -

Richard et al. [44]

Fontenoille Sandstone - - 13.775 - -
Moka Limestone - - 9.425 - -
Lens Limestone - - 4.35 - -
Voges Sandstone - 20 2.32 - -
Nurabup Sandstone - 41 1.16 -
MC Field Sandstone - 24.5 1.015 - -

Majidi et al. [45]
Indiana Limestone - 11–16 7 - -
Carthage Marble - 1–2 9–11.7 - -

Tensile Strength (kpsi)

Wang et al. [16]

Shale - - 9.764 0.81
Marble - - 12.294 0.90
Granite - - 13.656 1.017
Limestone - - 15.013 1.141

2. Cutter–Rock Interaction Modeling
2.1. Experimental Data

For this study, two sets of separate experimental data were collected from the literature
to regress correlations for normal and cutting force. Experimental data covered force
values for both new and dull circular cutters. Data collected and applied in the regression
include cutter diameter, cutting area, cutter wear flat (or frictional surface) area, back-rake
angle, cutter wear height, rock drillability, and differential pressure (see Figures 1 and 2).
Besides utilizing geometrical analysis, the cutting area was calculated from the depth of cut
that was measured during the experiments in the literature. For those works that did not
report a value of rock drillability, an estimate of drillability was calculated from equations
in the publication by Liang et al. [15] based on the data provided for rock cutting utilizing
new cutter tests. For new cutters, the frictional surface area below the cutter is considered
zero and for dull cutters, values reported in the literature are applied in the calculations;
however, the number of studies examining cutter–rock interaction exceeds those cited here.
Some necessary parameters were not reported in a few studies and the data package was
not clear enough to be implemented.
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Figure 1. Geometry parameters for dull cutter.

Figure 2. Geometry parameters for new cutter.

A summary of experimental data points from numerous studies is presented in Table 2.
In total, 779 and 654 data points were collected for cutting and normal force, respectively.
The back-rake angle in the experiments ranges from 0 to 40 degrees, the fluid confining
pressure was between 0 to 450 psi, cutter sizes from 12.7 mm to 19 mm were utilized and
various rock types with different mechanical and petrophysical properties were imple-
mented for testing. Tables 3 and 4 represent the statistical values of data for normal and
cutting forces.

Table 2. Summary of experimental data implemented in regression: Fa, normal force, Fc, cutting force.

References No. of Data in Cutter Cutter Size Back-Rake ∆P
Fn, Fc Condition (mm) Angle (°) (psi)

Rajabov et al. [7] 40, 117 New 13 10, 20, 30, 40 0, 250, 500
Glowka [2,3] 403, 403 New, Dull 12.7, 19 20 0
Akbari et. al. [11,12] 64, 67 New 13, 16 20 450
Richard et al. [44] 0, 50 New 13, 19 15 0
Majidi et al. [45] 54, 54 New 13 15 0, 50, 150, 250
Wang et al. [16] 93, 88 New 13 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 0
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Table 3. Statistical summary of experimental data employed in regression of Fa (Number of observa-
tions 654).

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

Normal Force (N) 2124.7 1957.33 59.16 7893.36
Cutter Diameter (mm) - - 12.7 19.05
Cutting Area (mm2) 9.19 8.08 0.1 49.5
Wear Flat Area (mm2) 10.78 10.58 0 25.8
Back-Rake Angle (deg) - - 5 40
Cutter Wear Height (mm) 0.68 0.65 0 1.69
Rock Drillability, K 5.46 0.94 3.2 7.78
(dimensionless)
Differential Pressure (psi) 52.67 136.81 0 450

Table 4. Statistical summary of experimental data employed in regression of Fc (Number of observa-
tions 779).

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

Cutting Force (N) 1382.48 1224.54 11.41 5747.19
Cutter Diameter (mm) - - 12.7 19.05
Cutting Area (mm2) 8.53 7.56 0.11 37.92
Wear Flat Area (mm2) 9.05 10.47 0 25.8
Back-Rake Angle (deg) - - 5 40
Cutter Wear Height (mm) 0.57 0.65 0 1.69
Rock Drillability, K 5.36 1.07 3.2 7.78
(dimensionless)
Differential Pressure (psi) 78.32 156.88 0 500

2.2. Methodology and Calculations
2.2.1. Regression Analysis

Experimental studies with different cutter sizes on numerous rock types and under
varied experimental conditions have revealed that cutting and normal forces are related
to the back-rake angle, cutting and wear flat area, rock drillability, differential pressure,
and cutter worn height through some simple linear and nonlinear equations. As a result,
such relationship in the governing equations for the cutting force and normal force should
persist and show up in the correlations. Table 5 summarizes the mathematical formulation
of the basis regression functions based on the rock–cutter interface parameters. Each basis
function suggests a transformation for each of the objective parameters. The basis functions
for back-rake angle, wear flat area, differential pressure, and wear height are proposed in
such a way that if the objective parameter is zero then the parameters do not influence the
force values. Moreover, if the cutting area is zero then forces become zero as well. Therefore,
correlations are valid if drilling continues for the applied parameters. The coefficient λi in
these basis functions is limited to some values based on the experimental outcomes and
such bounds are tabulated in Table 5.

Using the experimental data used in this study, the basis functions are correlated.
Almost all published research studies in this field attempt to study the impact of a single
parameter on cutting and normal forces by holding all other parameters constant and
performing experiments with a single parameter. These findings of studies unequivocally
depicted the type of function relating objective parameter to measured force values. Accord-
ingly, Rafatian et al. [8] studied the effects of differential pressure on cutting and normal
force while retaining other parameters and proposed an exponential relationship between
forces and confining pressure. The relationship between forces and single parameter anal-
ysis in the literature has been utilized to establish a basis function for each of these basis
functions. Moreover, a short analysis of the procedure for determining the basis functions
is presented in [46].
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Table 5. Proposed basis regression functions based on experimental observations for Fa and Fc.

Parameter Basis Function Multiplier Bounds Related References

Back-Rake Angle (θ) eλ1sin(θ) λ1 ≥ 0.5 [7,15,16,47]

Cutting Area (Acut) Aλ2
cut 0.4 ≤ λ2 ≤ 0.9 [2,3,7,11,15,16,45,46]

Wear Flat Area (Awear) eλ3(Awear)λ4
0.1 ≤ λ3 ≤ 0.3

[2,3,48]
0.1 ≤ λ4 ≤ 1.0

Rock Drillability (K) Kλ5 1.0 ≤ λ5 ≤ 4.0 [16]

Differential Pressure (∆P) eλ6(∆P)λ7
0.2 ≤ λ6 ≤ 1.4

[1,7,8,11,12,46]
0.1 ≤ λ7 ≤ 0.4

Cutter Wear Height (hw) eλ8

(
hw

OD cos(θ)

)
1.0 ≤ λ6 ≤ 2.0 [2,3,48]

As it is demonstrated in Table 5, each of the functions entails one or two multipliers
which are bounded to some values based on the observations for every single parameter
reported in the literature. The basis function for wear flat area and cutter wear height were
configured in such a way that if the cutter status is new then these parameters do not affect
the force values.

Two equations were developed by combining basis functions to estimate normal and
cutting forces (Equations (1) and (2)). The proportionality of the combination of basis
functions is switched to equality by incorporating proportionality constants (α0, β0). In the
following correlations, the constants α0 and β0 carry the influence of those parameters such
as cutting speed, chamfer, and side-rake angles because there is not enough experimental
data to include them in the regression process.

A back-rake angle is represented by θ in these equations. It is the angle between the
cutter face and the vertical axis. The Acut is the area of contact between the cutting face
and the rock. It is dependent on the depth of penetration as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
The wear area below the cutter is demonstrated by Awear. The area beneath the cutter is
believed to be zero when the cutter is new, and once the cutter begins to wear, the friction
forces applied by this surface contribute to the cutting force. When the Awear increases,
the depth of cutting decreases assuming constant cutting and normal forces are applied.
As stated previously, K is the rock drillability, which depends on the physical properties of
the rock (porosity and permeability), lithology, the module of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio.
The ∆p is the confining pressure applied during rock cutting. The confining pressure is the
difference between the equivalent circulation pressure and the pore pressure in an actual
drilling operation. The hw stands for the height of the cutter that is worn during the cutting
process. It may be possible to relate this wear height to the wear area below the cutter,
while the chamfer angle should be taken into account when transforming geometrically.

Fa = eα0
(

eα1 Sin(θ)
) (

Aα2
cut
) (

eα3(Awear)
α4
)
(Kα5)

(
eα6(∆p)α7

)(
eα8

(
hw

OD cos(θ)

))
(1)

Fc = eβ0
(

eβ1 Sin(θ)
) (

Aβ2
cut

) (
eβ3(Awear)

β4
) (

Kβ5
)(

eβ6(∆p)β7
)(

eβ8

(
hw

OD cos(θ)

))
(2)

To perform regression, different optimization techniques were used, such as the
genetic algorithm, deep learning, particle swarm optimization, and f mincon function
of MATLAB. The scope of all these techniques was to minimize the objective function
defined in Equation (3). It is the sum of the difference between the force measured dur-
ing experiments, Fexperiment, and the calculated values from correlations, Fmodel ; however,
the difference value for each data point is normalized using the experiment data. Using
the techniques, the objective was to minimize the difference between the measured and
calculated values, so a minimization algorithm was employed. Constrained optimization
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was performed based on the upper and lower bounds and the output solution for the objec-
tive function is valid for these intervals. Optimization of the objective function resulted in
R-squared values (coefficient of determination of the percentage of variation in dependent
variables explained by the regression) of 0.7659 and 0.9387 for normal and cutting forces,
respectively. Further details about the regression are provided in Tables 6 and 7. R-square
is a measure of the exactness of the regression, but F-factor presents a hypothesis test for
the entire regression. This test indicates how strongly the dependent variable is related to
the independent parameters. Here the critical F values for the normal and cutting forces
based on the degree of freedom are equal to 2.1442 while F values from the regression are
1652.53 and 505.576 for normal and cutting forces, respectively. The comparison of critical F
values with values from the regression indicates that there exists a hypothesis that confirms
a relationship between force values and the independent cutter, rock, and operational
(confining pressure) parameters.

J =
N

∑
i=1

(
Fexperimenti − Fmodeli

Fexperimenti

)2

(3)

Table 6. Regression analysis for correlation of cutting force.

Source SS df MS F–Factor

Regression (Fc) 745.727 6 149.145 505.576
Residual 228.083 772 0.295

Total 973.810 778 1.251

Table 7. Regression analysis for correlation of normal force.

Source SS df MS F–Factor

Regression (Fa) 4736.6 6 789.434 1652.53
Residual 309.08 647 0.4771

Total 5045.68 653 7.7269

2.2.2. Regression Techniques

Deep Learning. In addition to regression analysis by numerous techniques such as
the genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization and the f mincon function of MATLAB,
deep learning techniques were performed on data to correlate normal and cutting forces to
cutter design parameters, rock drillability, and differential pressure. Therefore, a neural
network model was developed and evaluated using Keras for a regression. The Python
software is employed throughout whole process, including data loading, classification,
and processing.

The rectifier activation function was used for input and the hidden layers. Three layers
with 100, 200, and 100 neurons were assembled to make up the networks. The efficient
ADAM optimization algorithm was used, and a mean squared error loss function was
instrumented to evaluate the performance of the model. The ADAM algorithm is an
optimization technique for training deep learning models that replaces stochastic gradient
descent. More details about optimization of nonlinear functions can be found in [49].

As the amount of data points is not high enough to run the usual regression on data
points, the plan was to apply all data as input to the network; therefore, the repeated k-fold
cross-validation procedure was implemented, and the result is designed to provide a more
accurate estimate. The k-fold cross-validation procedure divides a limited dataset into k
non-overlapping folds (as usual a good default for k was chosen as 10 folds). Each of the
k-folds are given an opportunity to be used as a held back test set, whilst all other folds
collectively are used as a training dataset [49].

Based on the k-fold cross validation, Figure 3 shows the result for test data by the deep
learning network that was trained from the training set of data. The x-axis represents the
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values from experiments, while the y-axis represents the correlation values. Actually, force
values from the experiment are plotted against themselves (red dots) to provide a basis for
comparison with correlation values. The blue dots in this plot correspond to the estimated
values, which demonstrates an acceptable fit of the data as well as the performance of the
deep learning algorithm and network.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of experimental and estimated values by K-fold cross validation during training
of the deep learning network.

Other Optimization Techniques. In mathematics, constrained optimization refers to a
set of numerical procedures for optimizing an objective function with respect to a number
of variables. This is performed while taking into account constraints on the variables in
question. Existing models of constraint optimization include linear, non-linear, multiob-
jective, and distributed models. Solving such problems is usually accomplished by using
linear programming, matrix algebra, branching and bounding algorithms, and Lagrange
multipliers.

The genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization method that replicates the natural
selection process that occurs in biological evolution in solving constrained and uncon-
strained problems. In essence, the algorithm generates a population of solutions, using
guided random search, that is continuously modified. Genetic algorithms produce children
for the next generation by randomly selecting individuals from the current population as
parents. Over successive generations, the population evolves toward an optimal solution.
The approach is suitable when dealing with a huge and complex data set.

The Optimization Toolbox in MATLAB is equipped with a function called fmincon,
which seeks the minimal value of a mathematical function of multiple variables in a region
delimited by linear constraints and bounds. In this study, we rely on the constraints applied
by the basis functions mentioned in Table 5 to implement constraints for minimization of
the objective function.

3. Drilling Dynamics Modeling

The methodology for modeling the dynamics of drilling includes modeling the drilling
bit as an equivalent cutter and an equivalent blade, an approach that links bit models to
measurements, and an analysis of the force and specific energy on equivalent cutters.
The following is a short description of each of these topics.

3.1. Bit Models

In accordance with the study requirements, drilling bits can be modeled geometrically
in two and three dimensions. These approaches differ substantially, including the inclusion
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of side-rake in the dimensional analysis and the calculation of lateral forces on cutters.
The back-rake and side-rake angles on a single cutter are graphically represented in Figure 4.
An angle made by the cutter face with a line parallel to the bit axis is known as the back-
rake, and an angle made by the cutter face with a radial line perpendicular to the bit axis
is known as the side-rake. As described in [20], the other parameters required to define
the geometry of cutters on a PDC bit are the circumferential angle, radial position, normal
position, and normal angle. There may be specific design parameters depending on the
type of cutter, such as the back-rake angle (θ), the side-rake angle (φ), the clearance angle
(ω̄), and the wear flat length (l). When drilling, the back-rake and side-rake angles remain
constant, while the clearance angle and the wear flat length are subject to change. In the
case of circular cutters, the clearance angles decrease from some predetermined value to
zero as the wear of the cutter increases, and the wear length increases from zero (for circular
cutters) to some value (more details are provided in [4]).

Figure 4. Geometrical parameters of a single cutter defined as back-rake (θ) and side-rake (φ) angles.

In order to continuously evaluate the dynamics of the PDC bits during drilling, a ref-
erence time and depth should be established in order to average drilling parameters and
evaluate objective parameters (forces on cutters, torque, and specific energy). Dynamic and
kinematic drilling variables can be averaged using the revolution of the bit [25]. In essence,
the idea is to calculate the net effect of all cutters on the bit that drills depth d per revolution
by averaging them. PDC bits have been the subject of a number of experimental and theo-
retical studies aimed at simulating their condition and behavior with regard to the cutter
state and their role in drilling [2,3,15,20]. Since such models are modeled individually,
geometric modeling and implementation are complex as each cutter is responsible for
drilling as well as being subjected to both tangential and normal forces. It is possible to
construct equivalent blades (imitating the cross section of a bit profile) from cutter traces in
order to accommodate the complexity of modeling geometrical features and the inclusion
of real-time drilling data, as illustrated in Figure 5. The idea of making an equivalent blade
has been proposed by some researchers [3,4,25]. The equivalent blade is constructed by
taking the trace of all cutters in one revolution on a vertical plane containing the bit axis
(Figure 6).

The equivalent blade could also be defined using a cylindrical coordinate system
(r, z, w) (Figure 5). In this figure, n represents the normal direction to the bit profile and σ
indicates the angle between the normal to the bit profile and the bit axis. The equivalent
blade allows for the definition of all design and geometrical parameters of the cutter on the
basis of continuous or discontinuous step-wise functions. The equivalent blade consists
of several components known as equivalent cutters. Figure 7 illustrates how equivalent
blades are created through contributions from several cutters (Figure 7a); therefore, in an
equivalent cutter, all cutters are responsible for removing a certain amount of rock in a
predetermined sequence (Figure 7b). Since cutters overlap each other, if one part of a cutter
wears or chips, the next cutter will compensate for the damage. During this period, some
cutters may experience a change in force, but the total weight of the bit and the torque
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applied to it will remain the same, while the penetration rate should remain the same.
It continues in this manner until all cutters wear out, and cannot compensate for damage
to other cutters, and the equivalent cutter becomes less efficient. In the model developed
here, we assume that all cutters located at almost equal radial distance have the same
geometrical and design characteristics. In this way, the equivalent blade can be discretized
into rectangular cutters with known and constant geometric, kinematic, and dynamical
parameters along the curve C. Consequently, the interactions between adjacent cutters can
be considered as one equivalent cutter.

As shown in Figure 5, the forces transferred by the bit to the cutters can be divided
into two components along each axis. In the radial direction, the component responsible
for vibration (bit whirl) is called the lateral force. Specifically, we study the weight on the
bit and the torque on the bit components along the z-axis and in tangential directions.

Figure 5. Sample PDC bit and the equivalent blade representation of the cutters; r, z, and w indicate
the coordinate axis in radial, normal, and tangential directions, respectively; C is the bit profile curve;
n is the normal direction to the bit profile and σ is the angle between normal to the bit profile and
bit axis.

Figure 6. (a) Traces of all cutters on a vertical plane. (b) Equivalent blade produced by traces of
cutters involved in drilling depth, d, in one revolution and discretization of equivalent blade into
equivalent rectangular cutters. (c) Spatial position of cutters in two successive revolutions.
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(a) Front view (b) Cross section
Figure 7. (a) The framework of equivalent rectangular cutters formed by the overlapping of complete
or partial circular cutters and (b) schematic of an equivalent cutter composed of several partial cutters.

3.2. Specific Energy Analysis

In 1963 that Simon [50] and Teale [42] studied the interaction between cutters and rock.
There have been numerous experimental and theoretical studies that have examined the
interaction between cutter and rock based on the concept of specific energy [4,6,11,16,19,51].
In this paper, forces at the cutter–rock interface are investigated using the same approach.
It is possible to decompose the force F that is applied to the surface of the cutter, for cut-
ting rock, into two components: Fc (as cutting force) and Fa (as normal or normal force).
According to Detournay and Defournay [4], the following relationship could be written for
the components of cutting and normal force:

Fc = εA (4)

Fa = ζεA (5)

Rectangular cutters have an area of A equal to the product of the width, wc, multiplied
by the depth of penetration, d, per rotation. A parameter called ε describes the intrinsic
specific energy which varies with the type of rock, the cutter position on the blade, and the
confining pressure. Parameter ζ represents the ratio of vertical to horizontal forces acting
on the cutting surface. Figures 1 and 2 shows a flat wear area beneath blunt cutters. Taking
this into account, it is possible to represent the forces on cutters in terms of horizontal and
vertical components as follows [4]:

Fs = Fc
s + F f

s (6)

Fn = Fc
n + F f

n (7)

Then, the general equation of specific energy for a cutter could be written as:

ξ = ξ0 + µS; ξ0 = (1 − µ ζ)ε (8)

where, in the above relationship, µ is the coefficient of friction at the wear flat–rock interface,
and drilling strength and total specific energy could be defined as,

S =
Fn

A
(9)

ξ =
Fs

A
(10)

Experimental analysis of a new and blunt PDC cutter demonstrates a linear relation-
ship between the actual specific energy and the intrinsic specific energy [4,6,11]. Generally,
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the actual specific energy consists of dissipated energy through the wear flats and energy
used to cut rock. One can construct a measure of bit dullness by defining drilling efficiency,
η, as the ratio of ε/ξ. A η value of 1 indicates a sharp cutter, whereas a value of 0 indicates
a perfectly dull cutter. Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between specific energy and
drilling strength for a set of data utilized in this study, i.e., E-S plot. It shows the cutting
point as the energy and stress state of a perfectly sharp cutter. More details on such plots is
represented graphically by Detournay and Defournay [4]. Wearing out the cutter causes a
fraction of the energy delivered to the bit to be lost in the wear flat surface; therefore, more
energy should be applied to maintain penetration. This will result in cutter state points
departing from the cutting point and moving along the friction line.

Figure 8. Graphical representation of specific energy and drilling strength. Marker data are calculated
based on drilling measurement data utilized in this study, and solid lines are tangent to these data to
build cutting and friction lines.

According to Detournay et al. [4,6], the penetration rate affects the torque value
(Equation (11)). In this equation, torque is related to the weight on the bit and penetration
by assuming two processes that occur during drilling, cutting, and friction. The state of a
sharp cutter is represented in Figure 8 by η = 1, but the condition of a fully worn cutter
could theoretically be expressed by η = 0. In comparison to the effort consumed at the drill
bit, torque on the bit has two components: frictional and cutting.

2T
a

= (1 − µγζ)εθa + µγW (11)

In this equation, a is the bit radius, and γ represents the frictional component of the
weight on the bit and torque, as well as the effect of the bit design parameters on the
bit–rock interaction.

γ =
2T f

µaW f (12)

3.3. Data Analytic Approach

To qualitatively monitor drilling bit dynamics, we have continuously monitored
specific energy and drilling strength on the equivalent cutters. Based on depth intervals,
a single plot could be generated for each of the equivalent cutters, and the trend of the
cutting points on the friction line could be monitored. A dynamic analysis of cutters is
performed in this study every 30 s by implementing along-string measurements acquired
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during the drilling process. Preceding the discussion of the model design approach,
the following considerations are discussed:

1. Since all cutters that are located at the same radial distance (from the axis of the bit)
have the same design characteristics, their traces can be summed up into a single
cutter equivalent.

2. The drilling response of PDC bits is governed by a linear relationship between the
torque, the weight on the bit, and the depth of cut per revolution (as mentioned
in [4,6]).

3. The cleaning action of the hydraulic system is efficient enough to remove all cuttings
ahead of cutters and cuttings do not adversely affecting drilling performance.

4. Assuming homogeneity of the rock all over the bottom of the hole; therefore, the drill-
ability value would be constant and would apply to all equivalent cutters.

A new bit can be assumed to have zero wear height and zero wear flat area with accept-
able accuracy. It is possible to apply the procedure to determine and continuously monitor
the drillability constant of the rock when downhole measurements are available close to the
bit. Moreover, if the lithology changes during drilling, its value can be calculated since the
bit status could be known from the previous interval. Nevertheless, when measurements
of weight and torque are available from downhole measurements, the bit status and rock
drillability can be estimated simultaneously. In this study, surface measurements are used
to analyze the drill dynamics of the string and bit.

The forces acting on a cutter can be calculated by considering cutter parameters, rock
properties, penetration rate, and summing these forces to determine the torque on the bit
and the weight on the bit. Considering the force distribution on individual equivalent
cutters (Figure 9), the torque on the bit and the weight on the bit can be expressed as follows:

WOB =
N

∑
i=1

(Fan)i (13)

TOB =
N

∑
i=1

ρi (Fct)i (14)

In this equation, ρ represents the radial distance from the center of the bit to the center
of the objective cutter; N is the number of equivalent cutters.

Figure 9. Force decomposition on a single cutter along tangential and normal directions.

Having measurements of the weight on the bit from surface sensors and assuming a
linear function for the torque and the weight on bit, recursive least square estimation (RLS)
could be applied to estimate cutter wear status from a series of continuous data. Then,
the torque on the bit is estimated and a plot of specific energy versus drilling strength for
each equivalent cutter provides a qualitative estimate of drilling dynamics at the bit.

All parameters mentioned in Equation (1) except wear height and wear flat area could
be assumed to be known; therefore, the equation for normal force could be reduced to,

Fa = λ X (15)
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where λ and x are defined as follows,

X =
(

eα3(Awear)
α4
)(

eα8

(
hw

D Cos(θ)

))
(16)

λ = eα0
(

eα1 Sin(θ)
) (

Aα2
cut
)
(Kα5)

(
eα6(∆p)α7

)
(17)

Therefore, the equation of weight on the bit in Equation (13) becomes,

WOB =
N

∑
i=1

(Fa)i =
N

∑
i=1

λi xi (18)

As an assumption in this study, the clearance angle is considered to be zero, so the
wear height and the wear flat area can be geometrically related through the following
geometry-based equation. Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the worn section and
wear flat area.

For a circular cutter,

Aw = π

(√
D hw − h2

w

)
(hw cot(θ)) (19)

For a equivalent rectangular cutter,

Aw =
D hw

sin(θ)
(20)

Figure 10. Schematic of wear height and wear flat area of a blunt cutter. The hatched area indicates
the worn section of the cutter.

While continuous data are recorded during drilling, an estimation of the bit status and
specific energy and the torque at the bit and drill string can be made. Briefly, the process
includes:

1. Geometrical modeling of the PDC bit as equivalent cutter and blade.
2. Recording of drilling parameters mainly the torque and the weight on the bit, rate of

penetration (ROP) using along-string measurement system.
3. Updating cutter status and calculate normal and cutting forces, specific energy and

the torque at the cutters.
4. Estimate torque at the bit and comparing it to the torque delivered to the drill string

at the surface to monitor drill string dynamics for possible drilling problems.

Recursive least squares estimation could be used to estimate equivalent cutter wear
status on the basis of noisy measurements of the weight on the bit. The measurement noise
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is defined through parameters v. Writing Equation (18) for k noisy measurement of weight
on bit as,

WOB1 = λ11x1 + · · ·+ λ1N xN + v1 (21)
...

WOBk = λk1x1 + · · ·+ λkN xN + vk

This set of equations can be assembled into matrix form as,

y = H x + v (22)

for simplicity, the weight on the bit, WOB, is written as y. Now one can define the
measurement residual εy as the difference between the noisy measurements and vector
Hx̂ by:

εy = y − H x̂ (23)

Using the Gauss theorem, the most probable value of the vector x is vector x̂ that
minimizes the sum of squares between the recorded values y and the vector Hx̂. So, x̂ could
be computed in such way that minimizes the objective function J, where J is defined as,

J = εy
2
1 + · · ·+ εy

2
k (24)

therefore, final values for x̂ will become as follows provided that k ≥ N and H is full rank.
This means that the number of measurements k is greater than the number of equivalent
cutters N that we are trying to estimate the wear height of the cutters. Solving for x̂,

x̂ =
(

HT H
)−1

HTy (25)

Note that H matrix in Equation (25) is a k × N matrix. On the other hand with
drilling measurement data recorded sequentially one has to update the estimate of x with
each new measurement. If the number of measurements become large, then calculating a
large augmented form of matrix H is cumbersome. The solution to this complexity is to
implement recursive computation of objective parameter x [52]. Suppose x̂ is known after
(k − 1) measurements, then for the new measurement yk a linear recursive estimator can be
written in the form

yk = Hkx + vk (26)

x̂k = x̂k−1 + Kk(yk − Hk x̂k−1) (27)

In the above equation Kk and the quantity (yk − Hk x̂k−1) are called the estimator gain
matrix and the correction term, respectively. The estimator gain matrix can be calculated by,

Kk = Pk−1HT
k

(
HkPk−1HT

k + Rk

)−1
(28)

In the above equation Pk is the estimation-error co-variance as follows and Rk stands
for the co-variance of measurement noise vk.

Pk = (I − Kk Hk)Pk−1(I − Kk Hk)
T + KkRkKT

k (29)

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Mathematical Modeling

In the first section, we present the results of the regression analysis conducted on
the experimental data to develop two equations for the normal and cutting forces at the
cutter–rock interface. Tables 8 and 9 present the result of the regression analysis based
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on the minimization of the objective function. In addition, the tables provide numerical
values for the coefficients appearing in nonlinear correlations (Equations (1) and (2)) based
on the nonlinear correlations. In this equation, the normal force and the cutting force are
determined by the coefficients αi and βi, respectively. It should be noted that α0 and β0 are
proportionality constants that include parameters that have not been explicitly introduced
into the correlations. As examples of these parameters, the cutting speed, chamfer, and side-
rake angle were not included in the regression analysis due to the lack of experimental data
in the literature. Aside from this, the coefficients αi and βi represent regression coefficients
for back-rake angle, cutting area, wear flat area, rock drillability, differential pressure,
and cutter wear height, respectively. The y − axis in these two plots indicates the natural
logarithm of the force values.

Table 8. Regression coefficients of cutting force along with t-test and p values.

Cutting Force (Fc) Coef. Std. Err. t-Stat p-Value 95% Confidence Interval

β0 0.2469 0.1821 1.3558 0.004 0.1632 0.8782
β1 0.5237 0.0216 24.2453 0.001 0.5 0.7370
β2 0.7454 0.0562 13.2633 0.0 0.6013 0.8347
β∗3 0.1 — — — — —
β∗∗4 0.6432 — — — — —
β5 2.6821 0.0947 28.3220 0.0 2.4564 2.8283
β6 0.5173 0.0387 13.3669 0.0 0.3789 0.5310

β∗∗∗7 0.4 — — — — —
β∗8 1.0 — — — — —

* As a lower bound was set for the variable, ANOVA is not available. ** Coefficient considered as constant for
ANOVA analysis. *** As an upper bound was set for the variable, ANOVA is not available.

Table 9. Regression coefficients of normal force along with t-test and p values.

Cutting Force (Fa) Coef. Std. Err. t-Stat p-Value 95% Confidence Interval

α0 0.0 — — — — —
α1 1.2826 0.3836 3.34 0.001 0.5294 2.0358
α2 0.4524 0.0288 15.7083 0.0 0.4308 0.4776
α∗3 0.1 — — — — —
α∗∗4 0.7055 — — — — —
α5 3.2531 0.0714 45.5616 0.0 3.0342 3.5148
α6 0.2958 0.0603 4.9054 0.002 0.2 0.3044

α∗∗∗7 0.4 — — — — —
α∗8 1.0 — — — — —

* As a lower bound was set for the variable, ANOVA is not available. ** Coefficient considered as constant for
ANOVA analysis. *** As an upper bound was set for the variable, ANOVA is not available.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the force values from the experimental data as well as
values calculated based on regressed models and deep learning estimation. Regression
and experimental data points show a good correlation. Some data points are inconclusive
because none of the experiments reported in the literature considered all the design and
operational parameters (parameters introduced in this study for regression). Furthermore,
the values estimated by nonlinear regression and deep learning follow a similar pattern
and are nearly identical.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be implemented along with regression tech-
niques to determine the relative significance of each parameter. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) is a method used in statistics to study the observed aggregate variability within
a set of data based on two categories of factors: systematic and random. Data sets are statis-
tically impacted by systematic factors, while random factors are not. It is beyond the scope
of this study to discuss the ANOVA and these details can be found in statistics references.

An ANOVA incorporates a hypothesis test (t-test) to determine the contribution of
each parameter to predicting the value of the dependent variable. MATLAB and STATA
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software were used to perform the ANOVA analysis for the normal and tangential forces;
the results can be found in Tables 8 and 9. T-stat values indicate that the cutting area, rock
drillability, and differential pressure have the greatest influence (more than 70%) on normal
and cutting forces. Further, the p-values for each variable are less than 0.05, which confirms
the hypothesis of a correlation existing between the variables.

In addition to the ANOVA result, which validates the regression findings, the stan-
dard deviation (SD) of the three data series (experimental results, nonlinear regression
outcomes, and deep learning regression results) is found to be 1.1187, 1.0678, and 1.0865
for cutting force and 1.0990, 0.8261, and 1.0170 for normal force. The standard deviation
values of the regression outcomes of cutting force are almost equal to the SD value of
the experimental data; however, the standard deviation number of nonlinear regression
results differs somewhat from the experimental and deep learning regression findings for
normal force. In general, the outcomes confirm the R2 values of the regression process.
Figures 13 and 14 demonstrate the normal distribution of all data based on the calculated
SD values. As predicted, the normal distribution curves of the regressed results (by dif-
ferent approaches) for normal force are narrow and similar to the curve for cutting force.
This plot indicates that experimental data and deep learning regressed values have good
correlation. The standard deviation of the results by nonlinear regression method is smaller
than that of experimental data and deep learning; consequently, the normal distribution for
these data is more focused around the mean.
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Figure 11. Scatter plot of experimental data and the calculated values by the regression methods for
normal force.
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Figure 12. Scatter plot of experimental data and the calculated values by the regression methods for
cutting force.
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Figure 13. Normal distribution of normal force concluded from experimental data and the results of
regression by non-linear regression and deep learning methods.
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Figure 14. Normal distribution of cutting force concluded from experimental data and the results of
regression by non-linear regression and deep learning methods.

4.2. Drill Bit and String Dynamics

The first part of this study presents two correlations that can be used to calculate the
cutting force and the normal force for rock cutting. It is necessary to upscale the forces
determined at the cutter level, on a microscale, to link them to measurements at the bit
level. It is possible to integrate cutting and normal forces with the torque and weight on
the bit by using two different upscaling methods. Firstly, each cutter is considered as an
independent element, and the cutter is refined by taking into account the lapping effects of
neighboring and following cutters. An example of this approach can be found in [24,53].
Secondly, the entire bit may be regarded as an equivalent blade by combining the cutting
areas of the cutters into equivalent cutters and then into an equivalent blade. As a result
of this methodology, all cutters generate a single blade, and the bit can be modeled by
analyzing forces on the equivalent cutter and the equivalent blade.

In the algorithm, two sets of drilling data for two bit runs from a well drilled on the
Norwegian continental shelf were used to monitor the drilling bit and drill string dynamics.
Due to the confidentiality of the data, general titles are used for figures and sketches.
Over a distance of approximately 700 m, two PDC bits were used to drill the interval
section. An ASM sensor was installed behind the bit for 60 m and it recorded fluid pressure,
temperature, and drill string acceleration data. This sensor did not measure the weight or
torque on the bit; another ASM sensor was used at the surface to measure the weight and
torque on the bit, and these data were used in the analysis. Data measurements are made
every two seconds. On the wired drill string, three ASM sensors at three different locations
were used to measure the internal and annulus fluid pressure; however, the annulus
pressure recorded by the ASM closest to the bit was used to estimate the effective differential
pressure ahead of the bit by utilizing the Bingham plastic rheology model. While the
bit status is monitored through the calculation of normal force, the torque at the bit is
determined based on the equation of cutting force and the results are compared with the
measured torque delivered to the drill string.

In this study, two PDC bits were utilized, each with a cutter measuring 16 mm.
The equivalent blades for both bits were discretized into equivalent cutters measuring
12 mm and 8 mm, respectively. All cutters in these two bits are assumed to have a back-
rake angle of 15◦. The results can be referred to the equivalent cutters by noting that the
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equivalent cutter number 1 corresponds to the innermost cutter, and the equivalent cutter
number 12 corresponds to the outermost cutter. In the first few meters following the start
of drilling, the cutters are new and the algorithm can be run to determine rock drillability.
A drillability value of 4.55 was calculated for bit run number one based on the weight on
the bit measurement. It was estimated that the average drillability value of the second
interval was equal to 6.

This section also presents the results of the algorithm for two bit runs. As a first step,
force analysis is performed on a few sample cutters and is plotted against drilled intervals.
A plot of the force on cutters 1, 5, and 9 is shown for bit run number 1 (see Figure 15) and
for cutters 2, 4, and 6 for bit run number 2 (see Figure 16) to illustrate how the position of
the various equivalent cutters affects the cutting and normal forces. It is because of the
bit profile or the curve “C” in Figure 5 that determines how force is distributed along the
equivalent blade. In these plots, y-axis represents the drilled interval, with 0 indicating the
start of drilling, and the x-axis represents the forces on the equivalent cutters. Compared
with the other cutters, equivalent cutter number 5 in bit run number 1 (and equivalent
cutter numbers 4 and 6 in Figure 16) is the centermost equivalent cutter. The nose cutters in
the bit profile are responsible for carrying the majority of the normal and cutting forces.
Equivalent cutters on the gauge area of bits (last equivalent cutters on the equivalent blade)
experience the lowest normal force and torque during drilling. It is relevant to note that this
condition applies to drilling operations, whereas in reaming operations in a tight borehole,
gauge cutters are subjected to the greatest amount of cutting force. Comparing plots for
normal and cutting forces (Figures 15 and 16) indicates that they are correlated. In other
words, an increase in normal force corresponds to a higher torque value when drilling rock.

The results of torque and specific energy analysis in equivalent cutters for two bit
runs are presented in Figures 17 and 18. Taking into consideration the position of the
equivalent cutters, all exhibit similar trends, but their specific energy and torque values
differ. Similarly, the torque in all equivalent cutters (here equivalent cutters 1, 5, and 9 for
bit number 1 and equivalent cutters 2, 4, and 6 for bit number 2) follows the same trend
as the cutting force in Figures 15 and 16. On the basis of Equation (10) and the rate of
penetration data, specific energy is calculated at equivalent cutters. Based on the simulated
data for bit run number 1, three distinct trends can be identified. It is significant to note
that each of these trends represents variations in the downhole parameters or drilling
dynamics. They could, for example, be related to changes in rock drillability or variations
in downhole differential pressure. As a result, by measuring the annulus pressure near the
drilling bit, it is possible to link such variations to rock drillability with a high degree of
precision. The plots of specific energy versus drilling strength for both bit runs are shown
in Figures 19 and 20. It has been found that three trends are derived in Figure 19, which
correspond to the trends in Figure 17. As there is no change in downhole pressure as a
result of fluid loss or influx, these variations are caused by changes in the drillability of the
rock. The interval for the second bit run has almost constant lithology, and therefore there
is a single trend in the plots for specific energy and drilling strength.

Based on Figure 8, it is possible to perform a qualitative analysis of the status of the
equivalent cutters. Using Figure 20, two tangential lines could be plotted and their location
would provide insight into the status of the equivalent cutters during drilling. A plot of
tangent lines is shown on the left side of this figure. Whatever data depart from the cutting
point indicate that the friction surface below cutters dissipates higher energy while the
wear surface below cutters is progressing. In Figure 20, most data points (specific energy
and drilling strength) are below the cutting point, indicating that all equivalent cutters
(cutter number 2, 4, and 6) are in good condition. In Figure 19, the same analysis could be
performed on bit run number 1.

As there is no near-bit ASM sensor to measure the torque at the bit, having a cutter–
rock interaction model provides an opportunity to scale up forces at equivalent cutters in
order to calculate the torque at the bit. To understand drill string dynamics for possible
downhole problems, it may be useful to compare the torque value to the torque delivered
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to the drill string at the surface or to the torque measured at other ASMs. Figures 21 and 22
represent a comparison between the torque delivered by the top drive system and the
torque calculated by the model. Data differences in each plot indicate the amount of
energy dissipated by friction between the drill string and the borehole wall. Most of the
section length in bit run number 1 is drilled horizontally, which explains why the difference
between torque values at the end of the bit run (drilled interval greater than 450 m) is
greater than other parts in this interval. As the horizontal section increases, the torque
difference values should increase for the second bit run. As opposed to the general expected
trend, according to the highlighted part in Figure 22, the difference between the torque at
the bit and the torque at TDS has been significantly reduced. There could be several reasons
for this, including improvements in drilling fluid lubricity or improved hole cleaning due to
higher flow rates or fluid rheologies. Nevertheless, the most important thing is that it raises
awareness among drilling crews when it comes to looking for possible reasons during
drilling operations. There is a general perception that top drive torque is greater than
the bit torque. Despite this, some intervals (for example highlighted section in Figure 21)
have almost equal values or have higher bit torque values. The problem is caused by a
phenomenon called stick-slip, whereby uncontrollable and accumulated torsional energy
in the drill string (as a result of friction between the borehole wall and the drill string)
is released at the bit before it is detectable at the surface. As a consequence, such signs
indicate a need for better borehole cleaning during drilling.

 

 

 Figure 15. Specific energy (left) and torque (right) plots for bit run number 1 for three equivalent
cutters; i.e., 1, 5, and 9.
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 Figure 16. Specific energy (left) and torque (right) plots for the bit run number 2 for three equivalent
cutters; i.e., 1, 5, and 9.

 Figure 17. Specific energy (left) and torque (right) plots at the bit during bit run number 1.
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 Figure 18. Specific energy (left) and torque (right) plots at the bit during bit run number 2.

 

 

10,000 12,000  

Figure 19. Specific energy for the drilled interval in bit run number 1. Each plot is for a specific
equivalent cutter which is written as legend.
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Figure 20. Specific energy for the drilled interval in bit run number 2. Each plot is for a specific
equivalent cutter which is written as legend.

 Figure 21. Torque at bit and torque delivered to the drill string at the surface for bit run number 1.
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 Figure 22. Torque at bit and toque delivered to the drill string at the surface for bit run number 2.

5. Conclusions

Drill string and bit modeling in real time requires understanding of the forces and
stresses experienced at the bit. Additionally, the distribution of forces at the cutters could
provide an advanced application for determining the optimal design and placement of
cutters. For the purpose of developing a cutter–rock interaction model, a total of 700 exper-
imental data points were collected and a regression analysis was performed to correlate
equations for normal and cutting forces. An ANOVA analysis of the data and correlations
indicated that there is a strong correlation between the normal and the cutting forces and
cutting area, rock drillability, differential pressure, and cutter design parameters, i.e., cutter
diameter and back-rake angle.

A hybrid algorithm combining cutter–rock interaction models, drilling bit models,
and data analytic technique has been developed to handle real-time noisy data. An analy-
sis of drilling data demonstrated the applicability of the algorithm. Measurable drilling
parameters including bit weight, torque, rotary speed, fluid pressure, temperature, and ac-
celeration at the bit could provide knowledge about downhole dynamics. Among the
applications of this algorithm are cutter placement design, real-time status evaluation of the
drilling bit, vibrational analysis of the bit, identification of lithology, drill string dynamic
analysis, and the detection of downhole problems. The downhole dynamics of the drill
string and the drilling bit were investigated using drilling data for two bit runs from a well
on the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS). The comparison of torque at the surface and
torque at the bit uncovered possible problems, such as stick-slip and cuttings transport.
The algorithm has been applied qualitatively to evaluate bit status and major changes in
rock drillability. As a whole, such a physics-based data analytic approach constitutes a
reliable method for diagnosing drilling events and symptoms in real time.
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